
The TacInetUdp driver was developed to allow integration of existing CSI INET devices connected to an 
existing CSI netplus router or Xenta 527 controller via UDP. The driver  runs in the Tridium Niagara 4 
framework and requires very little setup to be up and communicating with the INET controllers. 

This document assumes that the integrator has knowledge of the Tridium framework and knows how to 
use other Tridium drivers. The JACE 8000 and the netplus router / Xenta must be on the same Ethernet 
network for successful integration. 

Open the TacInetUdp palette and drag the TacInetUdpNetwork into the Drivers container of the running 
station. 

 



 

 

Right-click on the TacInetUdpNetwork and go to Views  AxProperty Sheet View. 



 

 

Expand the Communicator  Transmitter  Send To Address and enter the IP Address / IP Port of the 
netplus router or Xenta 527. Enter the Netplus Address of the netplus router or Xenta 527 in the Netplus 
Address field at the bottom of the property sheet and save the changes. The default port for the netplus 
router or Xenta 527 is 50069. 

 



 



 

 

That’s it for the initial setup. You will need to create a new folder called INETLicense under the station 
file system and add the TacInetUdp.lic license file to the INETLicense folder. The license is generated 
from the JACE 8000 hostId. 



 

 

After the license has been loaded, restart the JACE to load the new license file. When the station has 
started, verify the license has loaded by going to the property sheet of the TacInetUdpNetwork and 
expand the license manager. You should see the expiration / point limit: 



 

To begin the discovery process, double-click on the TacInetUdpNetwork and select Discover. To reduce 
the time it takes for discovery, the min / max address values can be changed (the default value is 1 for 
min and 63 for max). Accept the discovery preferences and wait for the discovered list to populate. 

 



 

 

After discovery is complete, you will see the available devices to add to the database: 

 



Add the devices to the database: 

 

 

After adding the discovered devices, expand one of the devices and double-click on the Points folder to 
access the Point Discovery manager: 

 



After point discovery has completed, it is recommended to add the PointPollFolders from the point 
discovery manager and add the discovered points 18 at a time to the point folders. INET allows for a 
maximum of 18 points to be polled in each poll request. If there are more than 18 points for each 
device, then break up the folders for each device. The PointPollFolder is the default folder type when 
adding folders through the point discovery manager. 

 



 

 

If more than 18 points are added to the point poll folder, an error will be thrown: 



 

If the point poll folders are not used, it will increase the INET network traffic and may cause the 
netplus router / Xenta to occasionally lock up. The default architecture of the INET system is to poll 18 
points per request. 


